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Abstract. While research on brain-computer interfacing (BCI) has seen tremendous progress in recent
years, performance still varies substantially between as well as within subjects, with roughly 10 - 20%
of subjects being incapable of successfully operating a BCI system. In this short report, I argue that this
variation in performance constitutes one of the major obstacles that impedes a successful
commercialization of BCI systems. I review the current state of research on the neuro-physiological
causes of performance variation in BCI, discuss recent progress and open problems, and delineate
potential research programs for addressing this issue.
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1. Introduction
In recent years, the tremendous progress in brain-computer interfacing (BCI) has prompted the
development of BCI for purposes other than communication, such as driving a wheelchair [Galan et
al., 2008] or browsing the Internet [Bensch et al., 2007]. However, the arguably most significant
promise of BCI, communication with completely locked-in subjects, has not yet been fulfilled.
Furthermore, there exists a large variation in performance within as well as across subjects, which
renders BCI-control rather unreliable. While most studies aim to address this issue by advanced
machine-learning techniques, I argue here that these efforts should be complemented by a thorough
investigation into the neuro-physiological causes of good or bad BCI performance. Only an
understanding of what determines a subject's capacity to operate a BCI system will enable us to devise
experimental paradigms and signal processing methodologies that may fulfill the (sometimes
distressingly exaggerated) expectations raised by media reports. In this report, I review the current
state-of-the-art of this research program, discuss some recent progress by our group, and delineate
potential approaches to open problems.

2. Performance variation in brain-computer interfacing
After a brief calibration period, most healthy subjects are capable of utilizing a BCI system for
basic communication [Grosse-Wentrup et al., 2009a; Blankertz et al. 2008; Sellers et al., 2006].
Furthermore, subjects in early to middle stages of amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) have been
shown to be capable of operating a BCI system [Kübler et al., 2005]. However, a substantial
percentage of subjects appears incapable of achieving performance levels sufficient for reliable
communication [Popescu, et al., 2008; Guger et al., 2009], and to date no communication with a
completely locked-in subject has been reported. Interestingly, these observations appear to be
independent of the experimental paradigm.
Unfortunately, the causes of this performance variation remain largely unknown. While intensive
training is known to improve performance in most subjects [Curran & Stokes, 2003], and the specific
feedback design may also play a role [Barbero & Grosse-Wentrup, 2010], to date there is very little
work on the neuro-physiological causes of performance variation. Recently, evidence has been
presented that the amplitude of the sensorimotor-rhythm (SMR) at rest, i.e., the power of mu- (12-14
Hz) and beta-rhythms (20-30 Hz) over sensorimotor areas, is a good predictor of subsequent BCIperformance in motor-imagery paradigms [Blankertz et al., 2010]. This marks a substantial advance, as
it relates resting-state properties of the brain to BCI-performance. It should be noted, however, that
multiple areas beyond sensorimotor cortex are known to be involved in motor imagery, including

prefrontal- and premotor-cortex, supplementary motor area, anterior cingulate cortex and the
cerebellum [Decety, 1996]. Surprisingly, none of these areas have been found to provide information
on a subject's intention in BCI, raising the question on their specific roles in motor imagery.
Motivated by this apparent contradiction, we have investigated connectivity patterns between brain
regions involved in motor imagery. In a first study, we provided evidence that motor-imagery reduces
connectivity between frontal regions and sensorimotor areas in the gamma-frequency range (roughly
above 40 Hz) [Grosse-Wentrup, 2009b]. In a second study, we further explored the relation of gammarange oscillations and motor-imagery performance [Grosse-Wentrup et al., 2010]. We first derived a
trial-wise measure of motor-imagery performance by computing the certainty of a support vector
machine (SVM) in classifying EEG trials as motor-imagery of either the left- or the right hand, based
on bandpower features over sensorimotor areas. We then correlated this performance measure with
gamma-range oscillations across the scalp, thereby uncovering a wide-spread network of gamma-range
oscillations that correlate with motor-imagery performance. Interestingly, we again found this effect to
be most prominent over frontal areas, thereby presenting the first empirical evidence for the relevance
of cross-frequency correlations over large distances for explaining performance variations in BCI.
Taken together, these two studies suggest a prominent role of prefrontal areas in the process of motor
imagery, that may be of particular relevance for addressing performance variations in BCI.

3. Open problems
In general, performance variations may be investigated on multiple levels: across experimental
paradigms, within subjects, and across subjects. While within-subject variations have been addressed
in [Grosse-Wentrup et al., 2010] and across-subject variations in [Blankertz et al., 2010], both studies
only consider BCI based on motor imagery. It remains to be seen whether similar results can be
obtained for BCI systems not based on motor paradigms. Furthermore, current research has been
carried out on healthy subjects only. In order to be of potential benefit to subjects actually in need of a
BCI system, these results need to be reproduced on subjects with ALS and other patient groups that
stand to benefit from BCI technology. As the purpose of investigating the causes of performance
variation is to identify the most promising approaches for teaching subjects how to operate a BCI
system, the benefit of the obtained insights needs to be validated in randomized controlled trials. Such
interventional studies may consist of neuro-feedback programs, e.g., providing feedback on the state
of frontal gamma-oscillations or the resting-state SMR, in order to teach subjects how to induce a state
of mind beneficial for BCI performance. More invasive approaches may also be considered, e.g.,
involving transcranial alternating current stimulation (TACS) in order to artificially induce the brain
states found to be beneficial for BCI performance in [Grosse-Wentrup et al., 2010].
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